Intersectionality of Sustainability and Accessibility
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Introduction and Backround
Accessibility can be used as a measure of social sustainability [1],
the amount of positive and negative impacts on society [2]. If a
society is not socially sustainable there will be great unrest that
leads to uprising and riots. When a society is sustainable there is
inclusion of all its inhabitants and equity not equality. The main way
to bring this inclusion to a society is through technology and
technological advances that allow for equity. Equity for all people
includes those who are may be Deaf, Blind, or physically handicap
as shown in the common symbols used in Figure 1 [3]. The main

Equity instead of Equality

The use of equity instead of equality drives forward the design of
technology that is tailored to specific people’s needs instead of the
population as a whole:
• Equity is providing people with the objects necessary to have equal
access based off of their specific needs [6]
• Equality is providing people with the same objects and thinking it
would give them equal access [7]
• Figure 3 [7] shows a visual representation of providing someone
accessibility through equitable access and equal access

places that sustainability and accessibility intersect are design for
user empowerment, equity instead of equality, and the overlap of
environmental sustainability and accessibility.

Figure 1 [3]: Common disabiiity symbols

Design for User Empowerment
To achieve and maintain social sustainability designers must
design with their user in mind:
• Design for user empowerment focuses on overcoming barriers
and taking advantage of the users abilities instead of focusing on
their disabilities
• This often also calls for the design process to include those who
the technology is meant to help at every step of the process [4]
• When designing for users of varying abilities designers must
keep in mind the balance of safety, accessibility, and
sustainability as shown in Figure 2 [7]

Figure 2 [5]: Questions that can be asked to
m
maintain social stability
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Figure 3 [7]: Cartoon comparing equality and equity

Environmental Sustainability

With increased interest in environmental sustainability the world is
becoming more bike friendly which also means it is more accessible
to people with all abilities:
• The purpose of transportation is to connect people with goods and
services. As shown in Figure 4 [8] with the rise of bus transportation
has come the rise of accessibility spaces
• Due to the American’s with Disabilities Act public buses are
accessible to people with all abilities increase both environmental
and social sustainability [9]

Figure 4 [8]: Evironmental Sustaniabilty VS Accessibilty Space
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